
                 build-i-n-g 
build-i-n-g is an experimental music duo that creates expressive rubato melodies played 

over pulse without meter grooves. The compositions on their first album Muladhara Rising are 
inspired by the energies of the seven Chakras. At live shows, the focus is always on the 
listening experience, but in the digital realm, images, costumes, poetry, masks, theatrical sets, 
experimental film and any other artistic media imaginable are used to enhance the presentation 
and overall experience of the music.


FULL BIO 

build-i-n-g is an experimental music duo that creates expressive rubato melodies played 
over pulse without meter grooves. The compositions on their first album Muladhara Rising 
revolve around the primal fight-or-flight energy of the Root Chakra. Each of the seven melodies 
were then, in turn, inspired by the Chakra energies, each one building up off the previous. 


The complete melodies were written one night by Joe in a fury of inspiration the first time 
he sat down with the intention to start composing. The album was recorded in one day with all 
of the songs being played in the order of the album. The drums, starting off with an almost 
timpani-like sound on the title track, were tuned up for each composition, resulting in a crisp, 
popping, attack quality in the seventh song. 


At live shows, the group always keeps the focus on the music, the performance and the 
listening experience. But in the digital world, images, costumes, poetry, masks, theatrical sets, 
experimental film and any other artistic media imaginable are used to enhance the presentation 
and overall expression of the music. 


Over the period of a year, three separate video/audio shoots were organized in a space in 
the center of Berlin. Each shoot was improvised in the moment with the general concept of 
expressing and presenting the energy of the seven chakras visually through colors, objects, 
actions and sounds. These three video shoots have brought about the three-part video series, 
Muladhara : Microcosm. 


The first video introduces the project, musicians and the setting. The second video is a live 
performance of the duo performing the title track, Muladhara Rising and the third video features 
the duo evolving and rising up through the remaining energies while creating an abstract 
soundtrack without their normal instruments. Soup dishes, ping pong balls, bowed wine 
glasses and in the end their own voices are layered in with the edited footage expressing each 
energy abstractly through improvised artistic communication.


Liz Kosack - synthesizers, piano    www.zardkom.com

Joe Smith - drums, compositions  www.joesmithmusic.com 


PROMO LINKS

PHOTOS: https://www.build-i-n-g.com/epk

VIDEO: Muladhara : Microcosm TRAILER : Muladhara : Microcosm [Resolution]

STREAMING: Muladhara Rising / Soundcloud

WEBSITE: www.build-i-n-g.com


CONTACT

Joe Smith - info@joesmithjazz.com  +49 176 305 15315
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